Carbon nanotubes ͑CNTs͒ have gained increased interest in dynamic atomic force microscopy ͑dAFM͒ as sharp, flexible, conducting, nonreactive tips for high-resolution imaging, oxidation lithography, and electrostatic force microscopy. By means of theory and experiments we lay out a map of several distinct tapping mode AFM oscillation states for CNT tipped AFM cantilevers: namely, noncontact attractive regime oscillation, intermittent contact with CNT slipping or pinning, or permanent contact with the CNT in point or line contact with the surface while the cantilever oscillates with large amplitude. Each state represents fundamentally different origins of CNT-surface interactions, CNT tip-substrate dissipation, and phase contrast and has major implications for the use of these probes for imaging, compositional contrast, and lithography. In particular, we present a method that uses energy-dissipation spectroscopy to identify if the CNT slips laterally on the surface or remains pinned in the intermittent contact regime. By comparing phase contrast images and energy dissipation on graphite, graphene oxide, and silicon oxide surfaces, we demonstrate the utility of the method in identifying pinning or slipping of the CNT on the surface in the intermittent contact regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since their inception, 1 carbon nanotubes have been developed as ideal tips for atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒ because their low reactivity 2 and hydrophobicity 3 minimize surface contamination, their small diameters lead to improved lateral resolution, [4] [5] [6] [7] and their high-aspect ratios eliminate concerns of tip wear. 8 The unique electrical and mechanical properties of single-walled ͑SW͒ and multiwalled ͑MW͒ CNT AFM probes have been used to improve tunneling, 9 ,10 magnetic, 11, 12 current-sensing, 13, 14 and surface potential 15, 16 scanning-probe microscopy as well as scanning nanolithography. [17] [18] [19] CNTs can reversibly bend under large loads preventing damage to imaged biomolecules, 20, 21 and novel functionalization of CNTs can be used for biochemical sensing [22] [23] [24] [25] and imaging under liquids. [26] [27] [28] In general, CNT AFM probes are harmonically excited near resonance and used to image substrates when dynamically operated in either an attractive 29 or repulsive regime 30 using tapping-mode or amplitude-modulated ͑AM͒ AFM. When CNT AFM probes are operated in the net repulsive regime, also known as intermittent contact, CNTs have the potential to buckle, bend, kink, adhere, and slide. For example, Lee et al. 31 showed how the excitation of the microcantilever's higher harmonics could be used to identify CNT buckling during intermittent contact and demonstrated how buckling could lead to image artifacts. Solares et al. 30 compared molecular-dynamics ͑MD͒ interaction models with experiments to explain how SWCNT AFM probes could experience multistable solutions during intermittent contact, especially if sample adhesion and friction were significant. The freely sliding, MD model of SWCNT tips and experimental validation of Kutana et al. 32 suggested that CNT kinking could lead to sudden force drops and increasing vibration amplitudes, particularly during permanent contact. Each of these studies highlight the fact that the CNT mechanics, particularly the tip-sample boundary condition, play an important role in the CNT AFM stability.
Through several frequency-modulated AFM studies of CNT AFM probes, Marsaudon et al. [33] [34] [35] [36] were able to identify three imaging regimes, noncontact, intermittent, and permanent contact, through experimental frequency-shift approach curves and a simple CNT-interaction model that accounted for the CNT stiffness and adhesion pull-off force. Because these results assume energy dissipation from friction is generally small compared to adhesion hysteresis, CNT pinning or slipping is not emphasized nor are surfaces with different roughnesses and adhesion thoroughly investigated. Instead, the CNT boundary condition is estimated by using the frequency shift to empirically calculate the CNT stiffness. Finally, it is not clear which of these observed states would be encountered in the commonly used tapping mode or AM-AFM, which is presently the most widely used dynamic AFM mode.
The current work investigates multiple imaging regimes of CNT probes in tapping mode or AM-AFM, specifically demonstrating, in addition to the noncontact oscillation regime, the existence of multiple oscillating states: ͑a͒ two types of permanent contact, where the cantilever continues to oscillate with significant amplitude while the CNT tip is permanently anchored to the substrate either touching it at its tip ͑point contact͒ or adhered to it along some of its length ͑line contact͒ and ͑b͒ two kinds of intermittent contact, where the cantilever oscillates in a manner that the CNT tip intermittently taps on the substrate, with the CNT either slipping or pinned during the intermittent contact. These oscillation states have important implications for lithography, compositional mapping, and biological sensing of samples using such probes. The identification of the permanent point and line contact is made by comparing the experimental average force-distance curves as the oscillating probe is brought closer to the surface with experimental static-force-distance curves and with theory. The identification of CNT pinning and slipping during intermittent contact is based on phase and energy-dissipation spectroscopy. We discuss the implica-tions of CNT pinning and slipping, both as obstacle for accurate topography measurements or CNT tip based oxidation lithography and as a potential method of analyzing surface composition.
II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF STATIC-FORCE-DISTANCE CURVES
Because it is difficult to directly observe the behavior of CNT AFM probes operated in dAFM, it is useful to first understand, theoretically, the mechanics of CNTs on samples with different friction properties through static force versus distance curves. The underlying adhesive nanomechanics of CNT-surface interactions was studied with an inextensible elastica model 37 of a MWCNT, interacting with a graphite surface through van der Waals forces, 38 the details of which can be found in Ref. 39 . Though localized kinking 32 is not included, continuum elastica models have proven useful for modeling high-aspect ratio CNTs 40 and nanowires, 41 which are known to endure elastic deformations elastically. 42 The particular model used here has been previously used to study the adhesive nanomechanics of MWCNTs peeled from various inorganic and polymer surfaces, 39, 43 and has been subsequently validated with molecular dynamics 44 and direct scanning electron microscopy observations. 45 The fundamental difference in the current work is that the CNT is now brought nearly perpendicular to the surface.
The model of an inextensible highly flexible rod interacting with a graphite substrate can be defined as a boundaryvalue problem consisting of three ordinary differential equations 46 representing the balance of moments and the balance of forces in the z and x directions
where s is the arc length coordinate along the CNT, such that s = 0 at the CNT free end to s = L at the end where the CNT is attached to the cantilever tip 39 while ͑s͒ is the angle the CNT makes with the horizontal at each point along the CNT. The vertical and horizontal force per unit length along the tube are, respectively, shown as ␥͑s͒ and ͑s͒ while f͑s͒ represents the CNT-substrate interaction force from van 
͑2͒
which states that the external ͑static͒ force, P, applied to the CNT, through the microcantilever tip as its pushed toward the surface, must equal the cumulative sum of CNT-substrate interaction forces. The interaction force per unit length between the CNT and substrate is defined as 38, 47 f͑s͒ = 6.119
where ⌽ o is the depth of the potential energy well per unit length between the CNT and substrate, which depends solely on the radius, R o , of the outermost CNT shell, and is the equilibrium separation between the graphite substrate and the center of the CNT. This CNT-graphite surface interaction, derived by Coffin et al. 47 to predict decohesion of CNT bundles, is based on the universal graphitic potential of Girifalco et al. 38 which demonstrated that the interaction potential between various carbon molecules could be simplified into a simply analytic form. Table I shows all of the input quantities for the model, which have been primarily based on CNT1 in Fig. 2͑a͒ . While the model is developed for carbon nanotubes interacting with graphitic surfaces, it also qualitatively captures carbon nanotube interactions with other surfaces. 43 With AUTO, a software capable of numerically continuing the solutions of boundary-value problems, 50 Eqs. ͑1͒ can be solved once appropriate boundary conditions are defined
Respectively, the boundary conditions account for no moments at the free end, the angle from normal the CNT makes from horizontal ͑ = 81°from CNT1͒, and a slipping or pinning condition which can be adjusted by setting the horizontal spring constant ͑K͒ to either null ͑slip͒ or a large value ͑pin͒. Two ideal cases are studied using the theoretical model, both representing extremes of possible boundary conditions on the CNT: ͑a͒ free sliding where the only interaction forces are normal to the surface while frictional forces are negligible and ͑b͒ when the CNT tip is not allowed to slide laterally on the surface ͑i.e., pinned͒ by means of a stiff horizontal spring that penalizes such motion. Figure 1 shows the static forces required to push a MWCNT against a flat graphite substrate as function of ␦ for the parameter values described in Table I , the distance between the surface and the CNT-microcantilever attachment point ͑s = L͒. Although relative z-piezo distances, z r , are measured at the microcantilever base rather than tip, microcantilever deflections are negligible compared to the micrometer base movement, such that ␦ is approximately equivalent to z r experimentally. 39 In Fig. 1͑a͒ , lateral forces are neglected allowing the CNT to slip along the surface. As shown by the theoretically predicted CNT shapes ͑I-IV͒, the CNT starts far from the surface in a freestanding configuration ͑I͒ with an initial angle 9°from normal. When the CNT contacts the surface at a point, the static force increases ͑II͒ with a slope of Ϸ1 N/ m, then gradually plateaus ͑III͒ as the CNT bends and its tip slides along the surface. As the force plateaus, the slope of the P-␦ curve stabilizes to a value slightly less than the theoretical bending stiffness of the CNT ͑k CNT =3EI / L 3 ͒, as sliding become small and bending dominates. After significant bending, the CNT transitions from a point-contact configuration to a line-contact configuration ͑IV͒, where the CNT is adhered to the along its length and very large forces are required to further push the CNT toward the graphite surface. Whenever the CNT transitions from one configuration to the next, multiple stable solution branches can coexist for the same ␦. This coexistence is especially important near the freestanding to point-contact transition ͓see Fig. 1͑a͒ inset͔, where the CNT may follow a different equilibrium solution when approaching or retracting, 43 leading to energy losses from point-contact adhesion hysteresis. 36 A similar line-contact adhesion hysteresis is expected whenever the CNT transitions from a line contact to point contact as indicated in Fig. 1͑a͒ .
In Fig. 1͑b͒ , a horizontal linear spring with large stiffness restricts the CNT from sliding at the CNT-substrate boundary and thus represents a pinned boundary condition for the CNT on the surface. In this example, the forces increase immediately with a near infinite slope when the freestanding CNT makes a point contact with the surface because the CNT is unable to slide. As the CNT is further pressed toward the surface ͑iii͒, the force increases linearly with distance as the CNT, still in point contact, begins to bend. Eventually, the CNT transitions into a line contact ͑iv͒. Although the CNT bends in both perfect slip and perfect pin models, when the CNT is pinned, the applied force is geometrically directed toward axial compression of the CNT rather than flexural bending, leading to the larger CNT stiffness. The pinned model is really an extreme case, as some CNT-substrate slipping is experimentally expected, even for samples with large friction coefficients.
FIG. 1. ͑Color online͒ Large deformation continuum elastica ͑Ref. 37͒ model of the static forces required to push a MWCNT toward a graphite surface as a function of the ␦, the distance between the substrate and CNT-microcantilever attachment point. The boundary-value problem ͑Ref. 39͒ was numerically solved using AUTO ͑Ref. 50͒ for both ͑a͒ perfect slip and ͑b͒ pinned boundary condition at the CNT tip graphite interface. The van der Waals interaction forces between the CNT and graphite surface, f͑s͒, are modeled through a universal graphitic potential ͑Refs. 38 and 47͒ while the MWCNT parameters are taken from CNT1 in Fig. 2 as shown in Table I . The numerically solved CNT shapes for the perfect slipping ͑I-IV͒ and perfect pinning ͑i-iv͒ cases demonstrated how the CNT transitions between possible configurations.
The theoretical models are thus important for visualizing the several configuration changes ͑freestanding, point contact, and line contact͒ that the CNT experiences when pushed into a surface as well as explaining the origin of adhesion hysteresis when a CNT approaches and then retracts from a surface. When the CNT-surface boundary condition is changed, the force-distance responses show dramatic differences including ͑a͒ much greater CNT stiffness in the pinned case compared to the perfect slip case and ͑b͒ maximum point-contact forces that are an order of magnitude larger when pinning than slipping. These theoretical characteristics will be used to identify CNT states in static and dAFM experiments.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Several chemical-vapor deposition ͑CVD͒ MWCNT AFM probes were fabricated according to the method described in Ref. 51 though the presented experimental results focus on the three probes in Fig. 2 . The bending stiffness of each microcantilever was calibrated according to Ref. 49 while sensitivities were obtained from static-force-deflection curves where the conical AFM tip was pressed into a hard surface. In order to properly resolve the static CNT behavior, microcantilevers with soft stiffnesses ͑Ͻ5 N/ m͒ were required. Three surfaces were tested, silicon oxide ͑SiO 2 ͒, highly ordered pyrolytic graphite ͑HOPG͒, and exfoliated oxidized graphene ͑OG͒ sheets which were prepared on HOPG samples according to Ref. 52 . All of the experiments were performed with Agilent 5500™ AFM system and most were obtained in a dry nitrogen chamber with Ϸ0% relative humidity, though independent humidity studies up to ambient conditions of 35% showed no significant influence on the results.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF STATIC-FORCE-DISTANCE CURVES
Though several groups have measured static-force distance with CNTs and demonstrated nonlinear forces due to CNT bending, kinking, and sliding, 32, [53] [54] [55] none have explicitly demonstrated if or when CNTs pin or slip on the surface nor identified all the different configurations of CNTs during this process. Figure 3 shows experimental static-force measurements for CNT1 on both HOPG and SiO 2 .
On HOPG, static forces ͓see Fig. 3͑a͔͒ initially increase with a gentle slope of 0.35 N / m, which is estimated by linearly fitting the force-distance curve for the first 15 nm of CNT deformation after initial contact. When CNT1 is further pressed toward the sample, the experimental force increases suddenly and linearly with a slope= 0.16 N / m around z r Ϸ 360 nm. In the slipping model, when the CNT switches from point to line contact, a similar sudden slope change from 0.019 to 0.14 N/m occurs. As z r is further reduced in Fig. 3͑a͒ , the microcantilever snaps into the sample as indicated. By comparing the experimental force-distance changes in magnitude and slope to the theoretical slipping model in Fig. 1͑a͒ , the appropriate line-contact, pointcontact, and freestanding CNT configurations can be labeled accordingly as in Fig. 3 . Also in Fig. 3͑a͒ , the retraction curve differs from approach curve whenever the CNT follows a different equilibrium branch, a trend predicted by the model and experimentally demonstrated with peeling of MWCNTs. 39, 43 Sudden force jumps during retraction highlight the transition from line contact to point contact and from point contact to freestanding as the CNT suddenly switches from one equilibrium state to another. Note that the entire retraction curve appears Fig. 1͑a͒ including a force plateauing effect during point contact, a linear force increase during line contact, and adhesion hysteresis during retraction. When approaching the surface, the microcantilever eventually snaps to the surface after the CNT line contact, as indicated by cantilever snap in. This slope was used to calibrate the probe sensitivity. When CNT1 was tested on ͑b͒ a SiO 2 substrate, a large initial static-force increase was observed, similar to the perfect pinning model in Fig. 1͑b͒ , while an abrupt slope change, similar to ͑a͒, is indicative of the transition from point to line contact.
shifted to the right, especially during point contact, which has been ascribed to z-piezo hysteresis, an effect observed in previous CNT AFM probe studies with such large z-piezo ranges. 53, 54 In Fig. 3͑b͒ , static-force-distance measurements on SiO 2 with the same probe are quite different, as the force increases rapidly with an initial slope= 2.0 N / m, up to a maximum value of 260 nN, a value nearly seven times larger than the maximum 40 nN point-contact force on HOPG. Note this difference in maximum point-contact forces was previously observed between the perfect slipping and pinning models. The differences between the experimental slopes for CNT1 on HOPG and SiO 2 can be explained by the change in the CNT stiffness. The static-force-distance slope is a measure of the probe's effective spring constant ͑k ef f ͒, which is a combination of the microcantilever ͑k cant ͒ and CNT ͑k CNT ͒ stiffnesses
where k cant =3 N/ m was empirically calculated using the method of Ref. 49 . Using Eq. ͑5͒, the stiffness contribution of the CNT, k CNT , is calculated to be 0.68 N/m on HOPG and 6.0 N/m on SiO 2 . The value of k CNT depends on the CNTsubstrate boundary condition 36 and whether the tip-sample forces primarily bend the CNT ͑slipping͒ or axially deform the CNT ͑pinning͒. The order of magnitude difference in k CNT follows the trend from the theoretical model in Fig. 1 and highlights how the CNT-surface boundary ͑perfect slip or pinning or somewhere in between͒ critically affects the response of the CNT AFM probe in the point and linecontact regimes.
V. IDENTIFICATION OF DIFFERENT OSCILLATION REGIMES
It is interesting to ask what happens when an oscillating probe with CNT tip is brought close to the sample surface. Figure 4 shows the dynamic amplitude-and average-forceapproach curves for CNT1 on HOPG and SiO 2 at the cantilever's resonance frequency ͑w c = 98.6 kHz͒. The probe, initially excited with an unconstrained amplitude of 115 nm, experiences a reduction in amplitude in the region-labeled intermittent contact, 33 first from net attractive and then repulsive van der Waals forces 56 as the CNT taps intermittently on the surface ͓see details in Fig. 5͑a͔͒ . This distinction between attractive and net repulsive oscillations states is made in the usual way using phase response. 56 As the microcantilever base is further lowered toward the surface, the oscillation is not large enough to overcome the CNT-substrate adhesion 36, 57 and the CNT pulls into permanent contact with the surface ͑z r Ͻ 1500 nm͒. In this state, the CNT remains fixed to the substrate at its tip while the microcantilever continues to oscillate as the CNT either bends or slides on the surface. More specifically, a qualitative comparison of the static-force measurements in Fig. 3 and the average forces in Fig. 4 suggests that the CNT is in a permanent point contact until z r Ϸ 280 nm where the average force increases linearly while the amplitude drops suddenly. Here, the CNT has switched from a permanent point contact to permanent line contact.
Often, during permanent point contact, the amplitude will increase with a reduction in z r ͑Refs. 6, 32, 57, and 58͒ as shown in Fig. 4 . For SWCNTs, Kutana et al. 32 suggested this amplitude increase was an artifact of nonlinear kinking but with the demonstrated slipping behavior of the CNT, we suggest an alternate explanation. As soon as permanent point contact is initiated, the CNT acts as a repulsive spring between the cantilever and substrate, which leads to an increase in the resonant frequency of microcantilever ͑see Fig. 5 inset͒. Because the driving frequency, ⍀, is fixed in the tapping mode, the CNT AFM probe will thus be excited below resonance and therefore at a lower amplitude, as confirmed by a phase shift below 90°resonance ͑not shown͒. Because the CNT is able to slip more easily on HOPG, the increase in amplitude occurs much more quickly than it does on SiO 2 , where lateral ͑frictional͒ forces are much larger ͑see Fig. 4͒ .
The qualitative similarities between average force and static-force measurements are useful for identifying the ͑a͒ noncontact, ͑b͒ intermittent point contact, ͑c͒ permanent point contact, and ͑d͒ permanent line contact of the CNT on the surface. However, the important remaining question is: "how do we identify if the CNT tip in the intermittent contact regime is actually pinned or slipping or somewhere in between?" This knowledge is particularly important for critical dimension AFM ͑Ref. 59͒ and nanolithography, 18, 19 where slipping could distort accurate topographical measurements or precise device fabrication. On the other hand phase imaging with slipping CNTs could enhance phase contrast depending on the substrate's frictional properties. FIG. 4 . ͑Color online͒ The dAFM oscillation states for CNT1 are shown via approach amplitude-distance curves on both HOPG and SiO 2 . The CNT AFM probe vibrates at its unconstrained amplitude until brought close to the surface where van der Waals forces reduce the amplitude during intermittent contact. Average force-distance curves, qualitatively similar to previous static-forcedistance curves, help identify permanent point contact, permanent line contact, and eventual snap in of the AFM microcantilever.
VI. IDENTIFICATION OF CNT PINNING OR SLIPPING IN THE INTERMITTENT CONTACT REGIME USING POWER DISSIPATION SPECTROSCOPY
We now present a method using phase contrast and energy dissipation spectroscopy that is able to distinguish if the CNT slides laterally or remains mostly pinned during intermittent contact. In general, the length, angle orientation, and free-end geometry ͑capped, open, presence of dangling bonds, and leftover catalyst͒ of CNTs vary significantly from one AFM probe to the next, depending on the manufacturing process. Coupled with the fact that the roughness, coefficient of friction, and elasticity of tested samples are usually initially unknown to the user, CNT slipping or pinning is difficult to predict a priori. Here, we present a clear experimental signature for determining CNT pin or slip in the intermittent contact regime regardless of operating conditions or CNT imperfections. Figure 5͑a͒ shows the initial dAFM oscillation states when CNT1 approaches HOPG and SiO 2 surfaces. The initial amplitude reduction is caused by net attractive van der Waals forces as confirmed by the phase increase from 90°. 56 The transition to intermittent contact is characterized both by the change in-phase direction ͑from increasing to decreasing͒ and by the nonlinear decrease in amplitude. 31 An abrupt shift in phase and amplitude increase signal a transition from intermittent contact to permanent point contact.
Though similar characteristic transitions are observed for CNT2 and CNT3 on both HOPG and OG, ͓see Figs. 5͑b͒ and 5͑c͔͒, the phase difference in the repulsive regime for CNT1 and CNT2 on HOPG and SiO 2 / OG, respectively, is dramatic and particularly useful for distinguishing between CNT slipping and pinning. For example, the static-force response of CNT1 already indicated that CNT slides readily on HOPG and pins initially on SiO 2 . In Fig. 5͑a͒ , when the probe is intermittently tapping, the phase lag is 20°-70°larger on HOPG than SiO 2 . Similarly, intermittent contact phase lag for CNT2 is 40°-60°larger on HOPG than OG, a sample known to have larger lateral friction. 52 On the other hand, the phase-distance curves of CNT3 on HOPG and OG show very little phase difference and appear qualitatively similar to CNT2's response on OG, suggesting that CNT3 does not slip on either OG or HOPG.
This enhanced phase contrast is due in part by the different tip-sample dissipation mechanisms as the CNT slides or pins. In AM-AFM in the intermittent contact regime, the dissipation per cycle can be calculated directly from dynamic amplitude-and phase-distance curves using the formula from ͑Ref. 60͒,
where k c , c , and Q c are the respective stiffness, resonant frequency, and quality factor of the microcantilever, A d is the drive amplitude of the dither piezo, ⍀ is the driving frequency, and A and are the measured amplitude and phase of microcantilever. Equation ͑6͒ allows for direct calculation of tip-sample dissipation from amplitude-and phase-distance curves, which can be used to highlight the slipping behavior of CNT AFM probes. Based on data from Fig. 5 , the dissipation during intermittent contact has been plotted in Figs. 6͑a͒-6͑c͒ for all three probes as a function of z-piezo distance. Two different types of dissipation curves are present, depending on the probe and substrate. For CNT1, the tip-sample dissipation on FIG. 5 . ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Changes in the amplitude-and phase-distance approach curves are used to identify the oscillation states as CNT1 approaches HOPG and SiO 2 substrates. ͓͑b͒-͑c͔͒ The dAFM approach curves for CNT2 and CNT3 on HOPG and OG show how phase can be used to identify CNT slipping. The lack of phase difference, during intermittent contact, for CNT3 suggests this probe remains pinned in both cases. The red and black arrows in ͑b͒ and ͑c͒ indicate the amplitude set point and corresponding phase that was used to obtain the images Fig. 7 . The differences in z height on the two samples demonstrate the potential for topographical artifacts while the change in phase highlights the potential for enhanced phase contrast.
HOPG is an order of magnitude larger than SiO2 but more significantly the curve tends to follow a concave down shape as a function of CNT approach distance whereas dissipation on SiO 2 remains relatively constant. The dissipation for CNT2 is similar with HOPG showing a concave down shape and magnitude double that of the relatively flat signature on OG. On the other hand, the dissipation curves for CNT3 on HOPG and OG are extremely similar, both demonstrating a relatively constant value. Clearly there are two types of power dissipation profiles observed with these probes: either a concave down power dissipation versus z r or a relatively constant power dissipation versus z r .
In general, tip-sample dissipation in the intermittent contact regime is expected to arise from ͑a͒ CNT-surface pointcontact adhesion, 34 ͑b͒ CNT-surface lateral friction while sliding, 62 and ͑c͒ residual CNT vibrations following detachment from surface in each oscillation cycle. To further demonstrate that the underlying dissipative processes for CNT slipping and pinning are distinct in these two power dissipation profiles, it is useful to use the approach of Garcia et al., 61 where dissipation on a sample is normalized by the maximum value and the amplitude is normalized with respect to the unconstrained vibration amplitude ͓Fig. 6͑d͔͒. Clearly the normal power dissipation profiles fall into two distinct sets of curves. The first set of curves where the power dissipation is concave down with respect to the setpoint ratio A / A o occurs for CNT1 and CNT2 on HOPG, both where the CNT is expected to slip on the surface based on the static-force-distance curves. The dissipation tends to peak near an amplitude ratio of 0.5-0.6, where average tip-sample forces are known to be largest for conventional AFM probes. 63 Furthermore, the power dissipation profile for these cases is identical to that expected from sample friction or viscoelasticity 61 leading us to conclude that the primary source of dissipation in these cases ͑CNT1 and CNT2 on HOPG͒ is friction due to CNT slip.
On the other hand for all the other cases where the staticforce-distance curves suggest CNT pinning on surface, the dissipation versus setpoint amplitude is relatively constant particularly in the middle of the graph suggestive of CNTsurface adhesion hysteresis. 36 However, the power dissipation profiles are curved up slightly indicating that perhaps other mechanisms such as CNT residual vibrations following detachment from sample may play a role.
The striking differences in power dissipation profiles between CNT pin and slip cases suggest the following experimental identification protocol: a concave down trend in the normalized dissipation versus amplitude ratio with a peak near the center of total amplitude reduction can be used to identify CNT slipping on a surface, whereas relatively constant trends suggest lateral forces are large enough to pin the CNT so that the main source of dissipation is the hysteretic point-contact adhesion and CNT vibrations upon detachment from the surface.
VII. IMPLICATIONS OF CNT OSCILLATION STATES, SLIPPING, AND PINNING
The ability to identify permanent point contact and permanent line contact is of particular interest to CNT nanolithography, 64 where current conduction depends on good mechanical contact. 13 Typically, lithographic lines are made by physically scanning AFM probes 65 whereas the ability to directly place a CNT into a line contact could be useful for stably creating small diameter lines instantly. Linecontact imaging also has the potential to stimulate a new realm of biological sensing where CNTs, coated with key biological materials such as amino acids or DNA along their lengths, are selectively brought into different line contacts to control and manipulate the number of biochemical bindings. Line contacts have also been shown to be relevant for characterizing CNT-surface interfacial energies, 39 particularly for improving the fabrication and design of polymer nanocomposites. 43 On the other hand, in the intermittent contact regime, where CNT's are more often used for imaging purposes, the possibility of CNT slipping or pinning may add hurdles to accurate topographical studies but also supply opportunities for surface composition mapping. For example, CNT2 and CNT3 were used to image a sample of OG sheets on HOPG, as shown in Fig. 7 , with setpoint amplitudes that ensured the CNTs were intermittently tapping the sample ͓see Figs. 5͑b͒ and 5͑c͔͒. From previous work, 52 the OG sheets are expected to be 0.67-nm thick, depending on the number of folds, while exhibiting a slightly lower phase lag due to differences in compositional chemistry. In Fig. 7͑b͒ , the phase images taken with CNT3 clearly contrast the OG sheet with the underlying HOPG while the topography difference is approximately equal to the thickness of a single OG sheet. The 8°p hase difference is similar to results with conventional AFM probes ͑not shown͒.
When CNT2 was used to image the HOPG-OG sample in Fig. 7͑a͒ , the phase contrast between the samples was nearly 55°. This phase contrast, nearly an order of magnitude larger than that obtained with conventional probes, highlights the FIG. 6 . ͑Color online͒ ͓͑a͒-͑c͔͒ Dissipation per oscillation cycle for the three CNT AFM probes in Fig. 2 on different samples. Only data in the intermittent contact regime are shown. In general, dissipation is larger on HOPG than either SiO 2 or OG for a given tip with similar parameters. Slipping dissipation is not only significantly larger but displays a concave down dependence as opposed to the constant dissipation during pinning. ͑d͒ When the dissipation curves are normalized to distinguish between the different dissipative mechanisms ͑Ref. 61͒, the presence of a different dissipation mechanism due to CNT slipping is clear from the concave up, amplitude-dependent shape for CNT1 and CNT2 on HOPG contrasted with the nearly flat dissipation when CNTs are pinning.
advantage of using CNT AFM probes with slipping boundary conditions for enhanced phase contrast imaging. 67 Because the enhanced phase contrast in this example is caused by CNT slip, certain CNT AFM probes, namely, ones with large angles from horizontal, 68, 69 could prove useful for mapping the friction, surface roughness, and adhesion on different samples. However, this improved material contrast comes with the cost of degraded lateral resolution.
For example, CNT slipping may lead to unwanted topographical artifacts that must be carefully considered. In Fig.  7͑a͒ , the height change was Ϸ7 nm, an unrealistical number that implies a stacking of 9 + OG sheets. This topographical error can be explained with amplitude-distance curves of CNT2 in Fig. 5͑b͒ . For the chosen setpoint of 65 nm, there is ⌬z Ϸ 6 nm difference between the HOPG and OG amplitude curves, which is likely caused by the CNTs ability to slide easily on HOPG. This ⌬z error manifests itself in the apparent Ϸ7 nm height difference between OG-HOPG in Fig.  7͑a͒ , an artifact due to CNT sliding rather than sample topography. 33 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have demonstrated how to identify several oscillation regimes ͑attractive, intermittent contact with pinned or sliding boundary conditions, permanent point contact, and permanent line contact͒ for CNT AFM probes operated in AM-dAFM while systematically investigating whether CNT tips may either pin or slip on the surface depending on the type of material and the lateral forces that are present. Continuum CNT models with van der Waals interactions capable of large deformations were used with either a perfect slip or perfect pin boundary conditions to better explain static-force-distance measurements. Qualitative comparisons between experiments and theory suggested that CNTs could either initially pin or slip, depending on the surface. The type of CNT boundary condition was further investigated through dAFM analysis of intermittent contact. CNT slipping was particularly evident when tip-sample dissipation curves were plotted, highlighting the nonconservative interactions present when slipping. A clear understanding of the different oscillation regimes may provide new opportunities for improved biochemical applications, nanolithography, and CNT nanodevices while CNT slipping can potentially lead to topographical errors, improved phase contrast, and novel friction-mapping AFM modes.
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